a litter being carried by four Africans, noting that the game's documentation was provided by ''la Congrégation des Soeurs de l'Immaculée Conception, Castres, Tarn.'' These games and toys raise questions about the place of the colonial past in the writing of France's history. The insertion of empire ideologically, commercially, and pedagogically into all realms of French daily life, from children's games and juvenile literature to religious activities, mass entertainment, leisure, tourism, advertising, legal categories, language, and so on, and the state's vigorous role in promoting empire contrasts with the relative inattention to colonial questions in mainstream historical scholarship in France until the past decade or so. 1 As the original French Historical Studies call for papers for this issue observed, ''The earlier marginal status of French colonial history, combined with the convention of training scholars in only one national history, has left the contours of this emerging field ambiguous.'' This ambiguity arose in large part from the fact that colonial history was always marginal to the historical profession in France, and virtually disappeared immediately after decolonization. 2 Until the recent upsurge in colonial studies, non-French scholars tended to carry the flag of colonial history, although this situation is rapidly changing. 3 While the present issue does not primarily aim to explain the disinterest of French historians in their own colonial legacy and history (that would be a somewhat different undertaking), it raises that issue indirectly. As formulated, ''writing French colonial histories'' privileges the realm of conceptualizations and approaches. It is concerned less with the convergence of different disciplines (the subject of the French Historical Studies 2003 special issue ''Visualizing French History'') than with the convergence of subfields or strands of history. In other words, the issue's contributors grappled with the problems associated with bringing together three hitherto distinct historical narratives. Until recently, historians of France remained safely within the borders of the nation-state, while scholars in the French Colonial Historical Society went their own way. Researchers whose primary historical training focused on the peoples and cultures colonized by France were assumed to have little to say about the metropole or even about European colonials residing in the empire. The existence of three relatively autonomous scholarly terrains, parallel yet separate narratives, meant that events across the Mediterranean or in Southeast Asia or the Indian Ocean were woven into France's national history only when extraordinary upheavals, like the Algerian War, brought colonial crises home.
In large measure, this tripartite division of labor was grounded in the unexamined assumption that pressures for change radiated outward and one-way from the metropole to the colonies. The colonized tended to be seen as acted on rather than as full-fledged historical actors. An important step in undermining these assumptions was the recognition of reciprocal influences and multidirectional flows between France and its diverse colonial possessions. The notion of multidirectionality led to the realization that the colonies sometimes served as laboratories for projects conceived of in the metropole. Another conceptual advance came with the awareness that similar, even identical, methods of coercion and/or assimilation employed within European nation-states to integrate ''internal others''-sectors of society viewed as culturally different-were deployed against colonial subjects. This realization soon led to a more finely grained analysis of stratifications within what had once appeared to be monolithic settler cultures. Scholarly interest in groups previously neglected by scholarship-socially marginal European men and women whose ranks included migratory laborers, servants, adventurers, and deported persons-has burgeoned of late. 4 At one level of analysis, the six essays address the initial questions posed in the call for papers. First, how did activities outside French national borders, or on its margins, however defined, contribute to, forge, or transform processes within France? Second, how can the histories of the colonies and the colonized be integrated into historical narratives without disenfranchising former colonial subjects? This question has obvious parallels to problems associated with writing women's history and gender history. Finally, how does current research on specifically French colonial history modify, revise, or challenge theories of empire in general, whether drawn from the historical sciences or other disciplines? At a larger level of analysis, this issue invites reflection upon the processes through which a thoroughly marginalized field of knowledge-whose older relationship to the presumed center of knowledge reproduced the older colony-mère patrie paradigm-moves from the wings toward the foreground of intellectual preoccupations. This in turn demands consideration of the approaches that foster these kinds of movements or displacements. 5 In terms of approaches, all the essays in this special issue adopt a comparative framework, although to varying degrees and in different ways. Some consider how the colonial worked its way into the heart of metropolitan institutions; others follow the French overseas in their interactions with local peoples and cultures. Both approaches represent an advance over the older imperial history that tended to follow, paradoxically, a national or nation-state framework while attempting to investigate untidy, transnational processes. Moreover, a comparative methodology highlights the different ways in which the formulation of theory has intersected with colonial studies. Scholarship grounded in empirical studies of the British Empire generated some grand theorizing-one need only think of Robinson's theory of collaboration and the great scholarly rumpus it triggered from 1972 on. 6 This has not generally been true for the French Empire; rather theorizing came from a vast and rich repository of research on France's national historical experience, although there are a few noteworthy exceptions to this. 7 By offering new critical markers for approaching colonial histories, the following essays build upon earlier theoretical work, largely conceptualized within the older historiographical tradition, and then complicate it.
The lead essay by Saliha Belmessous concentrates upon a time of rupture generally not viewed as such, and challenges the conventional periodization distinguishing between the ''old'' and the ''new'' French Empires. ''Etre français en Nouvelle-France: Identité française et identité coloniale aux dix-septième et dix-huitième siècles'' is a study of the formation of national identity before a specifically French Canadian identity had crystallized and acquired a full self-awareness. For much of the seventeenth century, the startling contrasts between European or French practices and Amerindian customs formed the principal axis of opposition upon which self-views and difference were based. However, by the second half of the eighteenth century, a novel opposition arose-one marking the colons as different from metropolitan French, indeed as distasteful brutes who had willingly succumbed to ensauvagement. Was Nouvelle-France a template for later French colonial policies in Africa and elsewhere? The negative attitudes of French officers in Durham, NC, 1995) . Pierre Bourdieu presents the intriguing case of a scholar whose ethnological work was nourished by on-site research on Kabyle society during the era immediately following independence; yet it did not interrogate-first and foremostcolonial relationships, or the residue of those relationships, in theorizing from the Algerian case; Bourdieu, Esquisse d'une théorie de la pratique (Paris, 1972). 1763 toward the descendants of French settlers in North America bear an uncanny resemblance to the diatribes often launched by those in the metropole at the pieds-noirs in Algeria.
Issues of deculturation and acculturation are also the subject of Owen White's essay, which illustrates once again the rich intellectual dividends gained from stopping to interrogate phenomena taken for granted in past scholarship. In ''The Decivilizing Mission: Auguste Dupuis-Yakouba and French Timbuktu,'' White makes the important point that the phenomenon of ''going native'' has not been adequately problematized in most research to date. Dupuis was a member of the White Fathers in Timbuktu who abandoned his order (but not his faith) in 1904 to marry a Songhay woman and found a large family; fully accepted by local Muslim elites, who gave him the name Yakouba, he also remained in the employ of the French administration in Timbuktu until his death in 1945. Dupuis-Yakouba became France's most notorious décivilisé in the 1920s precisely because his cultural hybridity offered the French public a more egalitarian example of colonialism than that envisaged by contemporary republican rhetoric. Dupuis-Yakouba was simultaneously African and European, and interpreting his story through a binary optique would utterly fail to translate the multiple registers of his identities or the complex ways in which they resonated in the metropole. 8 Dupuis's contradictory relationship to modernity finds echoes in the next two essays. Erica J. Peters in ''Taste, Taxes, and Technologies: Industrializing Rice Alcohol in Northern Vietnam, 1902 Vietnam, -1913 '' employs taste as a theoretical marker which, when factored into an investigation of the practices of daily life, offers a novel reading of how local modernities were experienced and articulated. Her work is indicative of a growing disenchantment with studies informed principally by considerations of imperial discourse and points to a reawakened appreciation for economic questions. Returning to the material foundations of imperialism, Peters provides agency to Vietnamese peasant producers in a way that the earlier economic histories generally did not. By focusing upon the economics and politics of taste, she moves beyond a superficial treatment of rhetorical strategies or debate to the spaces where daily practices and colonial policies collided and intersected. Thus a colonial case study-peasant resistance to a French monopoly imposed on rice wine-causes us to rethink theoretical constructs, such as Lefebvre's ideas on social change, whose genealogy lay outside of colonial relationships.
In ''Conservative Confluences, 'Nativist' Synergy: Reinscribing Vichy's National Revolution in Indochina, 1940 Indochina, -1945 ' Eric Jennings recounts the violent departure of the French from Vietnam, and the attendant ''disentanglement of colonial and decolonized cultures'' that this departure occasioned. Since relatively little is known about how colonial states dealt with children and youth-outside the schoolroom-his study of youth movements represents another one of those critical markers discussed above. 9 Jennings examines social conservatives, youth groups, and reactionary ideologies in the colonial context-all subjects previously slighted by historians-to bring to light larger problems in the historiography on anticolonial nationalism and decolonization. Much has been written out of the nationalist narrative that has dominated postcolonial thinking, particularly the ironic possibility that French traditionalist rhetoric could fuel the very nationalist sentiment it was designed to arrest. Jennings shows that the ultraconservative Indochinese Right borrowed heavily from Vichy nativist propaganda to author its own authentic past from which to launch a nationalist struggle that was both anticolonial and anticommunist.
The final two essays call into question recent theorizing specifically devoted to empire by interrogating colonial inheritances on metropolitan institutions, discourses, and practices. In his study of the Paris hospital for North African workers, ''The Colonial Politics of Health Care Provision in Interwar Paris,'' Clifford Rosenberg argues that the ''portrayal of the relationship between colony and métropole is misleading'' in much of the literature on colonies as experimental terrains. The resources needed to fund the ambitious social engineering projects hatched by authoritarian colonial administrators often never materialized overseas. A more promising strategy for research is the reimportation of such projects into the heart of the Republic, where colonial ambitions to discipline meshed with local, national, and international politics to produce hybrid modes of governance for France's Maghrebi immigrants. The Franco-Muslim hospital that opened in Paris in the 1920s is very much a case in point. Launched by former administrators from Algeria who transferred back to Paris, this expensive institution ultimately represented a new departure in the surveillance of colonial subjects within l'Hexagone.
Daniel J. Sherman's essay on the Musée National des Arts et Traditions Populaires, '''Peoples Ethnographic': Objects, Museums, and the Colonial Inheritance of French Ethnology,'' raises similar questions from yet another vantage point. As French ethnographers on the eve of World War II sought to transform an older antiquarian interest in metropolitan folklore into a proper science through the founding of a new museum devoted to the display of the material artifacts from traditional terroirs, they borrowed from colonial ethnology its conceptual and practical apparatus. The colonial inheritance led French ethnographers to construct rural cultures as both other and defunct, when of course they were neither. When this legacy later became embarrassing, the professionals in question quietly jettisoned it. Nevertheless, colonial forms of knowledge remain deeply embedded in universalist museological assumptions about how to represent not only the French past, but the pasts of others in the postcolonial world. As two current museum initiatives in France demonstrate, too often still, ''scientific'' French ethnographers see themselves as the only legitimate ''saviors, guardians, and teachers'' of objects not of their own making.
The essays in this collection, then, advance scholarship in two arenas. First, the official transcript of the state, colonial proconsuls, and powerful capitalist interests that dominated colonial history is unraveling-in much the same way that the upsurge in migration studies in France has overturned ''the perspective of Third Republic administrators'' and their ''authoritarian policy of national assimilation,'' which concealed the existence of diverse immigrant peoples and cultures in metropolitan France. 10 So the official transcript gives way to others that divulge, for example, the surprising diversity of public opinion in interwar France toward empire or the wide-ranging approval, from unlikely quarters, of the church and its overseas missions. Individually and collectively, the essays help dismantle the mutually exclusive binaries employed to conceptualize the colonial situation and its principal actors, oppositions that fell into bleak, totalizing categories, such as ''the colonized'' (or ''the natives'') and ''the settlers'' or ''the Europeans.''
In the dismantling process, undifferentiated, linear narratives are supplanted by multiple histories whose specificity deepens our understanding of what constituted colonial practices and ideologies and what did not.
Another expression of the binary principle is the center-periphery/ metropole-colony model, whose inadequacies have been the subject of debate among not only colonial but also world historians. All of the essays reveal the intricate workings of multiple centers and peripheries linked by complicated, often contradictory, lines of political and ideological transmission. Seemingly local struggles did not merely pit local administrators and their native allies against indigenous peoples; for, as several essays argue, there were no simple choices. In short, the issue's contributors mess up the neat binaries of conventional historiography and in doing so suggest a weblike metaphor for, and approach to, writing French colonial histories. 11 Like the child's board game Jeu de l'Empire Français, the articles invite us to conceptualize empire as a constantly shifting landscape with innumerable detours where a roll of the dice brings into play unsettling colonial actors, unholy political alliances, or unsuspected pressure groups that demand new interpretive strategies.
Spanning four centuries-from seventeenth-century New France to current debates over the direction of France's Musée National des Arts et Traditions Populaires-this issue represents a sort of ''grand tour'' of questions, problems, and approaches now being considered by colonial historians. All the contributors linger long enough to consider various behaviors seen as inherent to the colonial situation but rarely subjected to thorough analysis. Taken collectively, these essays point to a considerable fund of scholarship on the French Empire, some of which we had the pleasure of reviewing during the selection process. The limitations of space and the need for internal coherence meant that a number of fine submissions could not be included. Overall, the larger pool suggests that future research on modern France that fails to consider outre-mer processes or transnational forces will be increasingly viewed as unsatisfactory. Finally, the quality of scholarship in the expanding field of French colonial history offers hope that the stranglehold that the British Empire has long held on colonial studies, empirically and theoretically, may be loosening.
